Advisory Visit
River Gwash, Rutland
November 2013

1.0

Introduction

This report is the output of a site visit undertaken by Tim Jacklin of the Wild
Trout Trust to the River Gwash on 27th November, 2013. Comments in this
report are based on observations on the day of the site visit and discussions
with Trevor Walker and John Smith of Guash Fishing Club (GFC)
(www.guashfishingclub.co.uk). The purpose of the visit was to review habitat
improvement work carried out by the club since a previous WTT advisory
visit in February 2011 and identify further opportunities.
In addition to this visit and the visit of February 2011, the Wild Trout Trust
(with Steve Brayshaw, Ecology Consultant) produced a report of a walkover
survey of the Gwash catchment between Rutland Water and the Welland
confluence, in June 2013. This work was carried out as part of the Gwash
Flows Project which will be subject to public consultation by the Environment
Agency in the near future.
The Wild Trout Trust were also partners in a project with Welland Rivers
Trust and the Environment Agency in 2012 to remove an impoundment and
re-connect two meanders at Borderville, downstream of Belmsthorpe flow
gauging station.
Normal convention is applied throughout the report with respect to bank
identification, i.e. the banks are designated left hand bank (LHB) or right
hand bank (RHB) whilst looking downstream.

2.0

Catchment / Fishery Overview

Background information on the catchment and fishery is contained in the
advisory visit report of 2011. Guash Fishing Club has 75 to 80 members and
controls fishing of several reaches of the river between Ingthorpe and
Newstead. The river contains brown trout, grayling and coarse fish and no
stocking of trout has taken place for the last 12 years.
In terms of the wider catchment, there are four major influences on habitat
quality in the River Gwash which were identified during the June 2013
walkover:









The effects of past land drainage works on the channel, resulting in an
over-wide, deepened, trapezoidal-shaped channel cross-section.
Additionally, the channel has been straightened or re-aligned in many
places. The river’s response is to narrow itself by deposition of
sediment in the margins creating berms.
The regulated flow regime as a result of the presence of Rutland
Water. This has reduced the frequency of high flow events and hence
the ability of the river to transport sediment; along with channel
modification this has led to the accumulation of large volumes of fine
sediment.
The extent of shading of the channel by trees and bushes, influencing
the growth of in-stream vegetation and hence to what extent the
marginal berms of silt deposited by the river become consolidated. In
relatively open areas, berms become vegetated and permanent,
narrowing and deepening the channel and promoting a better bed
composition. In contrast, shaded areas tend to remain wide, shallow
and with a bed comprising fine sediment.
Impounding structures such as weirs and sluices. These increase
upstream water levels, slowing the flow and further inhibiting sediment
transport (encouraging deposition of sediment). The structures are
also barriers to the free movement of fish, impeding or preventing
them from completing their life cycles.

The above factors interact to varying extents in different reaches of the
Gwash, determining in-stream habitat quality.
Two areas of river were visited, the first upstream of Ryhall and the second
between Belmsthorpe village and White Post Bridge. Suggestions for habitat
improvements at other sites are made below, based on the catchment
walkover in June 2013.

3.0

Habitat Assessment

3.1

Upstream of Ryhall (TF02311090 to TF03221092)

GFC have carried out a significant amount of in-stream habitat improvement
work, using both club member volunteers and contractors. On the advisory
visit in 2011, this area was described as having a uniform channel cross-

section with a lack of pool-and-riffle habitat and a bed dominated by fine
sediment; despite this, in-channel habitat was very good, particularly for
juvenile trout, because of the “rather wild, unkempt nature with plenty of instream cover in the form of dense trailing vegetation, submerged tree roots,
encroaching marginal plants and fallen trees.” Sections were also heavily
shaded by young trees and bushes and some judicious thinning was
recommended.
The work carried out by the club since 2011 has managed to strike a nice
balance, addressing the uniformity of the channel shape and river bed
composition whilst retaining the all-important submerged / low cover
described above. The channel width has been pinched using flow deflectors
made from brushwood bundles and mattresses also made from brushwood.
It was encouraging to see that trout had recently spawned in a number of
areas where clean gravel has been exposed by the structures. Photos 1 –
10 show some of the natural and introduced features and their habitat
effects.
The structures introduced by the club have been successful in creating
variation in flow patterns (by pinching channel width), which has locally
scoured fine sediment and left clean gravel areas. Many of these areas have
been used by trout for spawning. The exceptionally wet weather of 2012
produced unusually high flows in the Gwash (the regulated flows from
Rutland reservoir make such events rare); these flows probably contributed
to the scouring effects produced by the structures.
Despite the high flows, it appears only fine sediment has been scoured and
gravels have remained largely unmoved and unsorted. There remains
relatively little variation in depth within this reach, with particularly few
deeper pool areas. A technique that could be used in conjunction with
introduced structures is re-distribution of river bed materials with a water
pump; this would be a surrogate for the high, channel-forming flows that are
absent on the regulated Gwash. This technique is described in more detail
in the Recommendations section.
The club plans to continue habitat improvement works downstream towards
Ryhall. There is plenty of scope to do so using similar techniques to those
already employed, plus a few others described in the Recommendations
section. The timing of such in-channel works is an important consideration,
given that trout have spawned in a number of areas (including the

downstream section, away from the recent habitat works – see photos 11
and 12). Trout eggs and alevins will remain in the gravel for several weeks
(potentially until April) and must not be disturbed during that time.

Photo 1 Retaining natural features that provide good habitat is probably the most important (and
easiest!) job the club can do. The dense, trailing mass of scrub on the far bank provides superb cover
for juvenile trout. Plentiful habitat such as this can increase many times over the number of young
trout surviving their first winter.
In addition to cover, this type of feature also acts as a flow deflector, narrowing the channel and
speeding up flows locally; this in turn exposes clean gravel suitable for fish spawning, encourages the
growth of flow‐loving plants like water crowfoot and provides good habitat for riverfly species such as
blue‐winged olive.

Photo 2 Another example of a natural feature providing excellent habitat. In this case alder roots
form an overhang and deep scour which is excellent habitat for adult trout.

Photo 3 Another excellent natural habitat feature. Here the fallen brash on the far bank has
narrowed off the channel, opposite the base of a tree on the near bank. The pinched channel has
created a diverse flow pattern and well‐sorted bed substrate. The clean gravel in the centre has been
recently used by spawning trout and a redd is visible (red arrow).
Points to note here are:


The position of the fallen brash opposite the base of the tree. The resilience of the tree means
the pinched flow scours the river bed, rather than the bank.



The dimensions of the feature – it would be very easy to replicate this effect elsewhere by
constructing a flow deflector opposite a tree and pinching the channel down to a similar
width.



The sorting of the river bed substrate: the clean gravel in the fast‐flowing part of the channel
which is suitable for trout spawning (red arrow) and also the deposition of fine sediment in
the slower‐flowing areas (blue arrow) which will favour species such as brook lamprey and
Ephemerid mayfly.

Photo 4 Example of an area where the type of feature seen in Photo 3 could be replicated. A flow deflector could be constructed
from the near bank, pinching flow against the base of the tree on the far bank.

Photo 5 Where natural woody debris like this occurs, simply fixing it in place with a couple of wooden stakes and wire is the best
course of action. This log is creating flow diversity, cleaning gravel on each side and allowing silt to settle mid‐channel.

Photo 6 A brushwood flow deflector constructed by the club which has scoured away fine sediment leaving
clean gravel. Trout had recently spawned here, with redds evident in the area indicated by the arrow.

Photo 7 More detailed photograph of the trout redd in the area shown in photo 6. Note the hollow in the river
bed, with larger stones at its base (red arrow), downstream of which is the tail or hump of finer gravel (yellow
arrow) which has been displaced by the spawning trout (see section diagram below). The clean gravel
(contrasting with adjacent areas) is an indicator of recent spawning activity, but this does colour over again after
a week of two.

Photo 8 Brushwood structures installed in an offset pattern on alternate banks.

Photo 9 A flow deflector constructed from brushwood bundles, together with brushwood bundles
installed along the near bank. This has produced a nice habitat feature on an otherwise uniform
reach. Again, the key features are diversity in the speed of flow which as sorted river‐bed material,
and provision of low / submerged cover. Trout had recently spawned in the clean gravel areas visible
in the foreground
The brushwood bundles were bought in for this and some other structures on this section of river. An
alternative approach would be to utilise the abundant growth of trees and bushes on the banks here
to create the same effect (see Recommendations section).

Photo 10 A low berm created on the right bank from brushwood bundles back‐filled with brushwood.
This has created a nice channel narrowing effect and some good marginal cover for juveniles. The
berm should consolidate and vegetate over time. Points to note:


Some live willow has been used as back‐fill (green shoots are just visible in the picture). This
will require future maintenance (cutting and laying). For future structures it may be better to
use material that will not strike root to reduce maintenance.



A similar effect could be achieved using brushwood mattresses (as have been used elsewhere,
e.g. photo 8), enabling locally sourced material to be used rather than imported bundles.



This area could be improved further by hinging (like hedge laying) some of the trees on the far
bank and laying them parallel to the bank; this would increase the channel‐narrowing effect
and provide better cover for adult fish.

Photo 11 Trout redds (arrows) on the un‐improved section of river downstream towards Ryhall. It is important
these areas are not disturbed or affected by displaced silt during the incubation period (up to April).

Photo 12 As above, wider view. Note the water displacement caused by the raised gravel hump of one of the
redds (arrow).

One area of concern was where the removal of some naturally-established
vegetated river margins had taken place, by a contractor during a break in
supervision by the club. This has removed valuable juvenile trout habitat
and will reduce the number of young trout surviving their first winter. Photos
13 and 14 show an example of the before and after situation. These areas
can easily be repaired by installing brushwood mattresses to encourage the
accumulation of fine sediment in the margins and eventual re-colonisation of
marginal vegetation. The photographs from this and the previous advisory
visit report provide a guide to the dimensions for introduced structures.

Photo 13 Picture taken during February 2011 advisory visit, captioned “Excellent overwintering habitat for
juvenile trout”. Note position of ash tree (arrow).

Photo 14 Same section of river (arrow indicating same ash tree), taken June 2013 following removal of
vegetated margins. The margins should be re‐established using brushwood mattress structures.

3.2 Belmesthorpe Village to White Post Bridge (TF04201039 TF03551009)
This section of river is one of the most popular with GFC members, having
good access and good fish stocks. Recent Environment Agency electric
fishing survey results produced good numbers of trout (around 70 per 100m
of river) along with small numbers of grayling. The river here is more open
(less shaded) than the section above Ryhall and as a result, the channel has
largely narrowed off naturally through growth of marginal vegetation (Photo
17).
The section of river between the ford at Belmsthorpe village and White Post
Bridge is maintained for angling access on the right bank, with access points
mown through the bankside vegetation; this is good practice as it preserves
the fringe of marginal vegetation alongside the river. At the upstream part
of this section (TF 04195 10359) is an area of raised river bed (introduced
gravel) which has created some excellent in-stream habitat (gravel bed,
water crowfoot, fast flows and excellent associated cover from a fallen
willow); the riffle is long (~20 m+) and low, causing little or no upstream
impoundment (Photo 18).
Below the riffle the habitat is a deeper, uniform glide with a silt bed and
aquatic plants including Potamogeton perfoliatus, water dropwort, burr-reed
(Sparganium sp.) and pipe reed (Scirpus lacustris). The channel has a
meandering plan-form downstream of TF 03928 10134, which introduces
some depth variation (deeper scour pools on bends), but the predominant
habitat type is slow glide.
Four introduced rubble mat riffles (Photo 16) were observed on the lower
part of this section (at TF 03825 10223; TF 03733 10199; TF 03671 10240;
TF 03642 10176). In contrast to the raised bed described above, these
structures are not having a positive impact on in-stream habitat, tending to
pond water upstream where fine sediment is settling and colonising with
emergent burr-reed. The faster water on the face of the structures and the
deeper scour pools downstream are positive but localised effects. More
benefit to in-stream habitat and the fishery would be derived from replacing
these structures with more extensive areas of bed raising, similar to that
described above. A longitudinal survey of bed levels (if not already in
existence within the EA) is recommended to inform the location of raised bed
levels and minimise the backwater effect.

The club should keep in close contact with the Environment Agency
regarding the replacement of the rubble mats and see if there any
opportunities arise under the Gwash Flows Project.

Photo 15 Long, slow glide upstream of rubble weir

Photo 16 Rubble weir

Photo 17 The open, unshaded channel has narrowed through marginal vegetation growth

Photo 18 Long gravel riffle near the ford at Belmsthorpe – a really nice habitat feature that could be replicated
in place of the rubble weirs.

3.3

Borderville (TF04060904)

This section of river was not inspected on this visit, but the following is
based on the WTT’s involvement in the project to remove the impoundment
and reconnect two meanders (autumn 2012), plus subsequent inspection in
June 2013.
At TF 03920 09364 and TF 03940 09289 two former meanders have been
reconnected to the river course as part of the Borderville project carried out
by Welland Rivers Trust in partnership with EA and Wild Trout Trust. The
river course has been blocked off with a bund at the upstream end, diverting
flow into the meander bend and leaving the formerly straight section as
backwater habitat. Some of the spoil from these works has been piled
against the base of trees on the right bank (photo 19); this will eventually
kill the trees and it is recommended that the spoil is removed (this could be
achieved manually with a spade).

The lower banks of the meanders are relatively bare (Photo 20) and could be
improved by staking brushwood bundles in the margins to trap silt and
create a growing medium for vegetation, improving fish holding cover.
Both upstream and downstream of the meanders, the river level has
dropped because of the sluice removal (Photo 21). The works were carried
out in late 2012 and the habitat is still in the process of adjusting to the new
levels, with silt depositing in the margins, which will vegetate and narrow
the channel over time. This process could be accelerated by introducing
brushwood mattresses in the areas of silt deposition. Structures could be
used to better define the channel and provide some sinuosity, in the same
way GFC has carried out at other sites (e.g. Ingthorpe). Alternatively, an
excavator could be used to push the existing vegetated berms out into the
channel, and backfill behind by re-profiling the bank (see recommendations).
The removal of the sluice on the side channel at TF 04053 09029 diverted
the flow of the river via the side channel rather than over the weir on the
main channel (Photos 22, 23). At the location of the former sluice on the
side channel, there is a considerable drop in gradient of the river bed and a
nick point where the river bed is re-grading following the removal of the
impoundment.
Nick points tend to migrate upstream until the river has reached a new
equilibrium, but the bed here is clay which is resistant to erosion; the
current situation could therefore remain as it is for a long time (especially
with the regulated flow regime of the Gwash). It would be possible to step
down the abrupt gradient change here by introducing two or three gravel
riffle structures downstream of the nick point; this would locally raise
upstream water levels and provide some good spawning habitat.

Photo 19 Spoil piled around the base of trees needs to be pulled back to avoid killing the trees

Photo 20 Brushwood bundles could be pinned against the toe of the bank on the re‐connected meanders to
create cover and encourage marginal vegetation.

Photo 21 Lowered water levels upstream of Borderville weir – woody structures could be installed here to
define the low‐flow channel and introduce sinuosity. Alternatively bank re‐profiling would achieve the same.

Photo 22 Location of the former sluice structure – a significant gradient change in the river bed

Photo 23 Immediately downstream of photo 24. Gravel riffles could be introduced here to raise upstream
water levels and step‐down the gradient change, whilst also providing good spawning habitat.

4.0

Recommendations

4.1

Ryhall



Retain the existing good habitat features described above: low and
submerged cover, woody debris and “shaggy” margins.



Continue the habitat improvement work using similar woody structures
as have already been constructed. Focus on creating diversity in the
width and depth of the channel, the speed of flow and the sorting of
river bed material. Make use of materials on site, for example:
Hinging trees – partially cutting through the base of a bankside tree or
bush to leave a hinge allows it to be folded over into the water (the
same principle as hedge laying). Laying these parallel to the bank is
quick and easy and creates fantastic cover. Photos 24 and 25 show
examples carried out by the Wye & Usk Foundation. There are lots of
suitable trees along the Ryhall section for this.
Hinged flow deflectors – the hinging technique could also be used to
quickly and easily create flow deflectors. Folding two or three trees
(or more as required) over into the channel, cutting the tops to length
and staking at the desired angle forms the frame of the deflector.
Brushwood can then be packed-in and wired in place (Figure 1).
Brushwood bundles could easily be made with material cut on site.
These could be used to make flow deflectors similar to those already
constructed by GFC, rather than having to import bundles (Photo 26).
Brushwood mattresses could be equally effective and quicker to
construct.



Make use of the base of trees to position some flow deflectors as
described above.



Use gravel cleaning equipment (water pump and lance – available for
loan from WTT) to sculpt the river bed and increase the variety of
depths and sort river bed substrate. Target these works in areas where
there is a compacted gravel bed, e.g. the area of photos 3 – 9. An
example of this technique used on the Candover Brook, Hampshire is
shown in photos 27 and 28, and is the subject of a video of the WTT

website at http://www.wildtrout.org/content/case-studyvideos#candover


Plan in-river work to avoid impacts upon trout spawning, e.g. by
timing outside breeding season (Nov – April) or avoiding spawning
areas and activities that disturb silt.

Photo 24 Trees hinged into the margins provide superb cover for trout, particularly juveniles

Photo 25 Detail of partial cutting allowing tree to be layed into river

Trees hinged and staked, then
packed with brushwood to
form deflector

Hinged tree / bush,
maybe opposite the
base of a mature tree

Figure 1

Brushwood bundles, or
brushwood mattress

Various methods for channel‐narrowing flow deflectors

Photo 26 Brushwood bundles can be constructed using posts as a former and binding with baler twine or sisal string.

Photo 27 Candover Brook, Hants. Using a water pump to sculpt the river bed following loosening with a crowbar.

Photo 28 Done in association with introduced structures, deeper holding areas and well‐sorted gravel spawning areas can be
created.

4.2


4.3

Belmesthorpe Village to White Post Bridge
Replace the rubble weir structures with longer gravel riffle areas. A
bed level survey is required to inform the design of the riffles. This
may be something that could be carried out under the Gwash Flows
Project and the club should keep in touch with the Environment
Agency.
Borderville

The previous works carried out here were by Welland Rivers Trust,
Environment Agency and Wild Trout Trust, so these organisations could be
approached as potential partners for carrying out the recommendations
below.


Introduce gravel riffles downstream of the former sluice to locally raise
water levels and provide spawning habitat.



Carry out channel narrowing with woody structures and/or bank
reprofiling (Figure 2). The latter would probably bet be carried out as
a wider project including the above gravel introduction, given the need
for plant hire.



Put brushwood bundles in the margins of the re-connected meanders



Plant some trees on the open sections of bank.

Figure 2

Re‐profiling banks of a trapezoidal cross‐sectioned channel, creating a narrow low‐flow
channel but retaining flood capacity.

Please note: It is a legal requirement that all the works to the river require
written Environment Agency (EA) consent prior to undertaking any works.

5.0

Making it Happen

Further help is available from the Wild Trout Trust in the following ways:


Practical assistance from a member of the WTT conservation team to
demonstrate techniques, for example hinging trees, flow deflectors,
bundle construction, gravel blowing. Such practical visits are normally
1 – 3 days in duration and are free to the recipient, apart from
travel/accommodation expenses. The aim is to train volunteers in
habitat improvement, so the visit would ideally coincide with club
working parties.



Project proposal preparation and help with consent applications. WTT
carried out this role for the previous Borderville project.



Help and advice on how to raise funds for habitat improvement work
can be found on the WTT website http://www.wildtrout.org/content/project-funding. The WTT officer
responsible for fundraising advice is Denise Ashton:
dashton@wildtrout.org

In addition, the WTT website library has a wide range of free materials in
video and PDF format on habitat management and improvement:
http://www.wildtrout.org/content/index
We have also produced a 70 minute DVD called ‘Rivers: Working for Wild
Trout’ which graphically illustrates the challenges of managing river habitat
for wild trout, with examples of good and poor habitat and practical
demonstrations of habitat improvement. Additional sections of film cover key
topics in greater depth, such as woody debris, enhancing fish stocks and
managing invasive species.
The DVD is available to buy for £10.00 from our website shop
http://www.wildtrout.org/product/rivers-working-wild-trout-dvd-0
or
by
calling the WTT office on 02392 570985.

6.0
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7.0

Disclaimer

This report is produced for guidance and not for specific advice; no liability
or responsibility for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout
Trust as a result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or
refraining from acting, upon guidance made in this report. Accordingly, no
liability or responsibility for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild
Trout Trust as a result of any other person, company or organisation acting,
or refraining from acting, upon comments made in this report.

